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NEW QUESTION: 1
Examine the data in the CUSTOMERS table:

You want to list all cities that have more than one customer
along with the customer details.
Evaluate the following query:
SQL&gt;SELECT c1.custname, c1.city
FROM Customers c1 __________________ Customers c2
ON (c1.city=c2.city AND c1.custname&lt;&gt;c2.custname);
Which two JOIN options can be used in the blank in the above
query to give the correct output? (Choose two.)
A. FULL OUTER JOIN
B. NATURAL JOIN
C. RIGHT OUTER JOIN
D. LEFT OUTER JOIN
E. JOIN
Answer: C,E
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Drag and drop the WLAN components from the left onto the
correct descriptions on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Avaya [email&#160;protected] Experience Portal (AAEP) supports

special classes of applications that derive their licensing,
administration framework, manageability, and accessibility from
the Experience Portal Manager (EPM).
What is the term for these applications?
A. licensed applications
B. supported applications
C. local applications
D. managed applications
Answer: D
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